In growth theory, foreign investment places a small open economy in the international steady state. In applied growth theory, foreign investment is assumed to shift technology.The present growth model separates foreign from domestic capital and develops the steady state where both capital/labor ratios are stationary. A capital scarce country would attract foreign investment and may arrive at a steady state with perpetual foreign investment. Such a steady state foreign investment host is characterized by low saving and high labor growth rates, and source countries the opposite. Incomplete convergence characterizes economic growth with foreign capital.
Introduction
Growth theory assumes that a small economy open to foreign investment is in the international steady state, and the applied growth literature assumes foreign investment shifts technology. In contrast to both, the present model separates foreign from domestic capital with the steady state where the two capital/labor ratios become stationary. Incomplete convergence characterizes this growth model with foreign capital. With relatively low saving and high labor growth rates, a small open economy would be a steady state foreign investment host with a perpetual capital account surplus. The implication is a steady state current account deficit with the domestic capital return remaining above and wage below their international levels. In the two country model there is incomplete convergence.
Domestic and Foreign Investment and Technology
Introduce Hicks neutral technology into the Solow (1956) and Swan (1956) constant returns neoclassical production function y (k,t) where y is per capita (worker) output, k is the capital/labor ratio K/L, and t represents technology. Letting dots
• represent time derivatives, y
• ≡ dy/dt = ykk • + ytt • . Competitive input markets imply input prices equal marginal products, r = yk and w = y -ykk, where r is the capital return and w the wage.
The applied growth literature assumes foreign investment improves technology focusing on the technology shift term ytt • . Examples include Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1999) , Blomström et al. (1992) , De Gregorio (1992) , Berthelemey and Demurger (2000) , and Bengoa and Sánchez-Robles (2003) . Separating technology from capital is tenuous even at the disaggregated industrial level in applied production analysis since capital inputs and returns have to be estimated and capital shares are typically residuals in production data. Improved technology in practice is taken to be the residual of a production or cost regression. While foreign investment may bring local technology up to the international level, it certainly raises the capital stock through the ykk
• effect. The lack of consensus on the effect of foreign investment is exemplified by Aitken et al. (1996) finding positive technology spillovers from foreign ownership while Aitken and Harrison (1999) do not.
In the present model, foreign investment augments the domestic capital stock but does not change technology. If t
• /L, the constant growth rate of labor. In a host country, total capital K is domestic plus foreign capital and K K K
foreign investment is added to the capital stock along with domestic saving. The present paper focuses on a capital scarce foreign investment host country but analysis is symmetric for a source country with some domestic saving going abroad.
A capital scarce country would have a lower autarky capital/labor ratio k than the international k* and a higher capital return r than the international r*. The theoretical growth literature does not separate foreign from domestic capital and the economy moves to the international steady state, where k = k* and r = yk(k*) = r*. The present model separates foreign from domestic capital with the growth of each capital/labor ratio reaching zero in the steady state.
The literature includes models with a distinction between domestic and foreign capital. Mussa (1982) introduces imperfect substitution between domestic and foreign capital. International capital returns would differ in the steady state due to the local productive factors of Leamer (1980) , international risk differences of Grossman and Shapiro (1982) , and externalities due to capital/labor ratio differences of Lucas (1990) . Separating foreign from domestic capital is also suggested by information asymmetries, local discrimination, and required local sponsorship.
Imperfect Foreign Investment
Domestic capital KD grows with saving and depreciates at the constant rate d,
where domestic income YD in the host country is output Y less interest payments on foreign capital, YD ≡ Y -rKF. The following discussion focuses on a host country but analysis of a source country is symmetric with foreign interest payments r*KH on home-owned capital abroad added to domestic income. It would be straightforward to extend the present model to include optimal saving in an overlapping generation model with maximized homothetic utility over two lifetime periods along the lines of Ramsey (1928) , Cass (1965) , and Koopmans (1965) . With homothetic time preferences the saving rate would be invariant with respect to income and there would be an unambiguous positive substitution effect of a fall in r implying a negative first-order saving effect. For simplicity, the present model assumes an exogenous saving rate but present results are consistent with a negative first-order effect.
Foreign investment is assumed to be a partial adjustment function of the discounted difference between international and domestic capital/labor ratios, F(ak* -k), where 0 < F, a 2 1. The international capital/labor ratio k* is exogenous for a small open economy. The adjustment parameter F controls the speed of adjustment and the discount parameter a governs how close the host country would get to the international level.
The foreign capital stock in the host country changes according to
An equivalent but less transparent specification is F(r -br*), where 0 < b 2 1. Adjustment in the stock of home capital abroad for a host country is K • H = F(k -ak*) -dKH. Domestic capital and foreign capital are perfect substitutes and both depreciate at rate d.
Foreign capital eliminates the curious "start up" problem of neoclassical growth theory due to the Inada condition since an island of stranded workers would attract foreign capital. Growth in a host implies a rising capital/labor ratio but a small open economy may reach its steady state short of ak*.
There is perfect foreign investment when F = a = 1. Imperfect foreign investment adds to the potential applications of the model. Transaction or transport costs of Leamer (1980) , Neary (1978) , Feenstra and Lewis (1994) , and Hamermesh (1989) motivate imperfect capital mobility. Other sources of imperfections include differences in legal system, property rights, business practices, infrastructure, and financial institutions.
Transforming (1) and (2) into per capita (worker) terms, domestic and foreign capital/labor ratios in a host evolve according to
and
where j ≡ F/L is the per capita foreign investment parameter 0 < j < 1/L and q ≡ l + d. 
Positive kD s requires y s > jak*r s /(j + q). If in addition to the above assumptions a = 1 and k* = 10, kD s > 0 if k s > 3.76. The condition for a steady state host is that kF s > 0 or s y s < qak* with insufficient saving to cover erosion of the international capital/labor ratio. In the example, kF s > 0 if y s < 2 or equivalently k s < 5.66. The evolution of foreign investment and capital can be followed in Figure 1 . Per capita output y(k) is an increasing concave function and yk = r.The rkF term in k Figure 1 , kF increases and j(ak* -k) > q kF. At kf the stock of foreign capital kF is maximized and j(ak* -kf) = qkF. Beyond kf there is net foreign capital erosion and k • F < 0. Foreign investment would cease where k = ak* and kF erodes to zero.
The closed neoclassical growth model is stable with a concave phase curve k • = s -qk with dk • /dk = s yk -q and d 2 k • /dk 2 = sykk < 0. In the present model there would be monotonic convergence toward this autarky steady state at k a = s/q . The slope of the open economy phase line is dk
• /dk = s(yk -kFykk -j -q ) and the negative second derivative is d 2 k • /dk 2 = sykk assuming ykkk = 0. A capital-poor country would converge monotonically toward k s in (5) falling short of ak* in Figure 1 given the following parametric conditions for a steady state host.
Host and Source Countries
The steady state condition k s in (5) can be written
The per capita saving function sy is an increasing concave function in k and the discounted qsy curve of a steady state host country is shown in Figure 2 . The other curve in Figure 2 shows the left-hand side of (6) and the two curves intersect where ak* = k. From the right-hand side of (6) the ray q(j + q )k originating at the origin results in the line in Figure 2 . The steady state occurs where these two schedules in (6) intersect at k s . A host country beginning in autarky at k a < k s would converge to k s with foreign investment equal to the distance between the two curves in Figure 2 , although there could be a trade surplus B s > 0 offset by net interest payments. As KF accumulates, net interest payments -rKF would reach a minimum symmetric to the qkF schedule in Figure 1 .
In a steady state source country, the equilibrium in (6) would occur at k s > ak* implying a steady state foreign investment outflow. A lower q , for instance, could result in a flatter right-hand line intersecting the left-hand curve in (6) to the right of ak*. For a source country there is a perpetual capital account deficit and current account surplus although a trade deficit is possible. Workers in a source country are better off in autarky but capital owners are worse off, and per capita income falls with a move from autarky to open international investment.
A country is more likely a host if it has higher labor growth l, higher depreciation d, a lower saving rate s, or a lower foreign investment parameter j. An increase in saving propensity ς would raise the saving schedule, increasing k s and reducing foreign investment making the economy less of a host as r s falls and w s rises. An increase in the foreign capital/labor ratio k* raises foreign investment making a small economy more of a host or less of a source with k s , w s , and the capital account rising while r s and the current account fall.
The ratio of foreign to domestic capital k ≡ kF/kD rises if it is less than j(ak* -k)/ syD. If a potential host country starts in autarky at k a , where kF = k = 0, the ratio j(ak* -k)/sy falls with foreign investment and k converges to its steady state j(ak* - 
The Two Country Model
Consider the two country model with north N the source country and south S the host. Suppose in autarky N has a higher steady state capital/labor ratio kN > kS implying rS > rN and wN > wS.The steady state depends on parameters in the two countries.Where kF represents N-owned capital in S, the steady state requires k
Figure 2. Foreign Investment Host
where for simplicity j = a = 1 with perfect capital mobility. The excess supply of investment from N must match excess demand in S,
. The North excess supply curve XSN in Figure 3 is the difference between North per capita saving and capital erosion, and South excess demand XDS is the difference between its capital erosion and saving. Convexity of XDS follows from analysis of the host country in Figure 1 and concavity of XSN from symmetric conditions.
Where the two curves in Figure 3 intersect, the two capital/labor ratios, kN and kS, would be equal and foreign investment is zero with equalized capital returns in the two countries. Income per capita would be higher in N due to repatriated interest income r s kF. The steady state in (7) may occur before the capital/labor ratios are equalized depending on model parameters. For simplicity assume qN = qS = q with the two countries differing only in their saving rates. The steady state solution to (7) 
where D2 ≡ q [(sN + sS)rS -q(q + 2)] and the steady state notation is omitted for simplicity. If D2 is negative, country N would be the source country with positive kF given higher saving per capita, sNyN > sSyS. Continuing the example with sN = 0.2 and adding sS = 0.1, the determinant D2 is negative if rS < 0.27 or kS < 1.9. The following analysis assumes D2 > 0 with required parameter restrictions for a sensible economic solution with positive kN and kS. The total capital located in S in the steady state from (8) is kS + kF = [(sNrSq 2 )sSyS + (sSrS -2q)sNyN]/D2, which is less than kN since q > q 2 and 2q > q (1 + q). The steady state in Figure 3 occurs where kN -(kS + kF) = q(1 -q)(sNyN -sSyS)/D2 > 0, implying sNyN > sSyS and kF > 0. Foreign investment perpetually flows from capital abundant N to capital scarce S to maintain kN, kS, and kF moving just enough capital from frugal North to the free-spending South. There is incomplete convergence with a higher capital return in S and higher wage in N. The imperfect foreign investment function j(akN -kS) where a < 1 would contribute to incomplete convergence and j < 1 would slow the convergence process.
An alternative assumption that saving and depreciation rates are identical but labor growth rates differ leads to the same conclusion. Foreign investment moves just enough capital from the low labor growth North to the high labor growth South to keep kN, kS, and kF constant.
The capital-abundant country defined in terms of home-owned capital would be the steady state source. Where KF represents the stock of foreign investment, steady state capital/labor ratios are (KN -KF)/LN and (KS + KF)/LS where KN and KS represent home-owned capital. Using these two capital/labor ratios, KF = (KNLS -KSLN)/ (LN + LS), implying KN/LN > KS/LS.
Conclusion
The present growth model separates foreign from domestic capital recognizing that a steady state occurs where both capital/labor ratios are stationary. Some countries would become perpetual investment hosts and others sources depending on their saving propensity, labor growth rates, and foreign investment openness. As an example, perhaps, the US with its relatively low saving and high labor growth rates could expect a perpetual trade deficit and capital account surplus with China.
The present model provides a framework to re-examine the influence of a host of issues related to successful foreign investment. Borensztein et al. (1998) and Lipsey (2000) find that foreign investment succeeds when there are higher levels of education, and Balasubramanyam et al. (1999) add size of the domestic market and the competitive environment. Bevan and Estrin (2000) and Rodrik et al. (2004) show the importance of political/legal institutions and issues, and Bengoa and Sánchez-Robles (2003) economic stability and liberalized markets. Waldkirch (2003) finds foreign investment increased in NAFTA suggesting regional integration plays a role. These influences would affect the accumulation of foreign capital in the present model. The present model of growth and foreign capital contributes to understanding the incomplete convergence noted in empirical studies such as Rassekh (2004) .
